To gain insight into the cellular and molecular cues that promote neurovascular co-patterning at the earliest stages of human embryogenesis, we developed a human embryonic stem cell model to mimic the developing epiblast. Contact of ectoderm-derived neural cells with mesoderm-derived vasculature is initiated via the neural crest (NC), not the neural tube (NT). Neurovascular co-patterning then ensues with specification of NC toward an autonomic fate requiring vascular endothelial cell (EC)-secreted nitric oxide (NO) and direct contact with vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) via T-cadherin-mediated homotypic interactions. Once a neurovascular template has been established, NT-derived central neurons then align themselves with the vasculature. Our findings reveal that, in early human development, the autonomic nervous system forms in response to distinct molecular cues from VSMCs and ECs, providing a model for how other developing lineages might coordinate their co-patterning.
INTRODUCTION
For the human body to take shape and function properly, multiple cell types from different lineages and germ layers must interact with each other at the earliest stages of embryogenesis, coordinating their maturation, growth, and patterning. These processes persist throughout development and into adulthood. The obligate coordination of multiple cell and tissue types needed for the mature vertebrate body plan to emerge suggests a fundamental dynamic co-regulation. This process during human embryogenesis is not well understood (Robertson, 2004; Zacchigna et al., 2008) . One prototypic example of a critical interaction between different lineages is the formation of the neurovascular unit in the nervous system. The widespread copatterning of a mesoderm-derived vascular network with an ectoderm-derived neural network early in embryogenesis is central to the development of all organs that are not only appropriately innervated but also perfused via autonomically responsive vasculature (Glebova and Ginty, 2005) .
The importance of neurovascular co-patterning is underscored by the number of phenotypes associated with malformation of these networks in knockout (KO) mice (Autiero et al., 2005) and humans (Rolle et al., 2003; Taguchi et al., 1994) . In both the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and CNS, nerves and vasculature co-align to form intricate branching patterns (Quaegebeur et al., 2011) .
However, little is known about the process by which this co-alignment is launched at the earliest stages of human embryogenesis. It is also unclear whether co-patterning mediates cell fate determination or vice versa and how the neural crest (NC, source of the PNS) and neural tube (NT, source of the CNS) contribute to co-patterning. Previous studies have concentrated on how CNS-derived signals such as semaphorins, ephrins, and netrins promote vascular development (Eichmann and Thomas, 2012; Tam and Watts, 2010) or how vascular-derived signals such as artemin and endothelin 3 promote axonal guidance (Glebova and Ginty, 2005; James and Mukouyama, 2011; Makita et al., 2008) . These studies were typically performed in relatively late stages of development, not in the human epiblast, when the earliest critical fate and patterning determinations are made.
Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), the in vitro representation of the human epiblast (Thomson et al., 1998) , enable unique access to the spontaneous emergence of the three embryonic germ layers in culture (Itskovitz-Eldor et al., 2000) , providing an opportunity to model and manipulate the earliest stages of human embryogenesis (Jakobsson et al., 2007; Wang et al., 1992) . We developed a hESC differentiation model to examine the real-time emergence of the mesoderm-derived vascular and ectoderm-derived nervous systems. We observed that NC cells initiate neurovascular patterning based on cues from developing vascular endothelial cells (ECs) and smooth muscle cells (VSMCs)-nitric oxide (NO) and T-cadherin, respectively. These events are required to drive co-patterned NC toward an autonomic fate. Once this neurovascular template is formed, then CNS neurites secondarily align with the existing vasculature.
RESULTS

Early Fate Determination and Co-Patterning of Blood Vessels and Autonomic Neurons Can Be Modeled Using hESCs
We hypothesized that neuronal and vascular structures may coordinate formation and patterning of their respective networks, accounting for their known juxtaposition and co-patterning in adult organisms (Suchting et al., 2006) . To examine their emergence, we used what is regarded as a culture of the human epiblast, the pluripotent hESC, where all three germ layers emerge. To induce spontaneous heterogeneous differentiation, hESCs were grown in suspension as embryoid bodies (EBs) and plated on collagen type 1 in differentiation media to promote neovascularization (Kearney and Bautch, 2003; . The EBs spread on the substrate to allow real-time microscopic visualization while maintaining critical 3D relationships. Over 28 days, we observed a gradient of iterative development with early blood vessel (BV) formation toward the periphery and maturation into lumen-containing VSMC-coated BVs toward the center (Figures S1A-S1G) . We also observed neuronal and vascular co-emergence, verified by kinetic analysis of gene expression. Early neuroectoderm markers (e.g., PAX6), late neural stem/progenitor cell markers (e.g., nestin), and more mature neuronal markers (e.g., MAP2a, P75, tyrosine hydroxylase [TH] , and choline acetyltransferase [CHAT]) tracked with an upregulation of vascular endothelial (e.g., CD31) gene expression at days 14 and 21 ( Figure S1H ). Live time-lapse confocal video microscopy imaging with Ulex Europaeus (U.E.) lectin and cholera toxin B (CTB) to label BVs and neurons, respectively, demonstrated that a population of neurons migrated alongside vessels from days 7-14 (Figures 1A and 1B; Movie S1). CTB and the pan-early neuronal marker bIII tubulin (Tuj1) showed 73.5% ± 3.5% overlap, confirming the specificity of CTB labeling (data not shown). At day 21, staining for U.E. lectin and bIII tubulin revealed two distinct populations of primitive neurons emerging from the neuroectoderm contemporaneously with the developing vasculature ( Figure 1C) . One neuronal population co-migrated with the immature vessels (Figure 1C, arrowheads) . The other population originated from the center where primitive NT-like structures are located and sent processes outward toward the vascular bed, but remained independent of the vascular pattern (Figure 1C, arrows) . Similar results were observed with the pan-neuronal marker Neurofilament H ( Figure S1I ).
To determine which neurons were associated with newly formed BVs at this stage of development, we examined markers for CNS versus PNS neuronal populations. In day 21 hESC cultures, CNS neuron patterning defined by MAP2a staining was independent of vascular patterning ( Figure 1D ). Instead, co-aligning neurons were positive for the NC-derived PNS neuronal marker peripherin (Figure 1E) and showed a 4-fold increase in overlap as compared with central neurons (CNs) (Figure 1F) . By day 28, CNs had become associated with the vasculature (Figure 1D) , suggesting that the well-established interactions between CNs and BVs may occur only after vessels have engaged with NC-derived peripherin + neurons. These peripherin + neurons also expressed the autonomic neuronal marker dopa decarboxylase (DDC) ( Figure 1G ) as well as other markers consistent with the catecholaminergic sympathetic (e.g., TH) ( Figure 1H ) or cholinergic parasympathetic (e.g., CHAT) ( Figure S1K ) function of the autonomic nervous system. DDC + neurons co-aligning with the vasculature were also positive for the neuronal marker HuC ( Figure S1J ). Based on this labeling pattern, we termed these cells autonomic neurons (ANs). Nuclear staining for MASH1 further identified these cells as early NC-derived ANs and confirmed that these nuclei were associated with migrating cell bodies rather than neurites green) do not co-align with the vasculature (U.E. lectin, red) at day 21 (D, left); neurites from those neurons pursue a course largely independent of the vessels. The neurons that do co-align with vessels (U.E. lectin, red) at day 21 express the peripheral neuron (PN) marker peripherin (green) (E). Only after PNs begin to form a neurovascular pattern do central neurites begin to comport to that pattern (day 28) (D, right). (F) Co-localization of vasculature (U.E. lectin) with PNs (peripherin + ) is 3.9-fold greater than with CNs (MAP2a + ) (n = 9 images per group from three independent experiments). (G and H) These peripherin + (blue) neurons come to express the autonomic marker DDC (G, green) and TH (H, green). (Nuclei expressing the early autonomic transcription factor MASH1 in proximity with the vessels [Figure S1K] confirm that the cells themselves, and not just the processes of these incipient ANs, juxtapose with vessels). (I) Co-localization of vasculature (U.E. lectin) with NC-derived ANs (DDC + ) is 4-fold greater than with NT-derived CNs (MAP2a + ) (n = 10 images per group from three independent experiments). (J) Co-aligning neurons express SOX10 (green), confirming that they are NC derived. (K) Some express the sensory marker BRN3A (green), an alternative NC-derived PN phenotype (see text for caveats on emergence of this cell type). Scale bar represents 100 mm for all images. See Figure S1 for a description of the hESC differentiation model. extending from CN somata (e.g., in the NT) (Figure S1K Figures 1J and S1K ), confirming that they were NC derived. Some of the peripherin + neurons co-expressed BRN3A ( Figure 1K ) and substance P (SubP) (Figure S1K ), markers of sensory neurons, which were previously observed to associate with arteries (Mukouyama et al., 2002) . The putative ANs did not express MPZ (myelin protein p0), ruling out the possibility that they may actually be migrant glia ( Figure S1L ).
BVs Are Required for Peripheral Autonomic Neuronal Differentiation
We next considered whether AN cell fate commitment depended on the prior formation of BVs or vice versa. Neovascularization was significantly diminished by blocking the function of integrin avb3 (Cheresh, 1987) expressed on newly forming BVs ( Figure S1D ). This, in turn, reduced the AN (P75 + or DDC + ) population (Figures 2A and 2B ).
Importantly, MAP2a + CNs formed and persisted independently of the compromised vasculature (Figures 2A and  2B ). In contrast, ablation of developing peripheral neurons with p75-saporin did not impact the emergence of ECs (Figure S2A) ; however, it did appear to inhibit further development, arresting them in a more immature less organized pattern and preserving a larger vessel diameter as seen in more primordial ''mother vessels'' ( Figure S2B ). These findings suggest that AN development and differentiation depend on the presence of a developing vasculature and that vascular maturation may also require association with NC-derived neurons. To determine whether newly forming BVs are sufficient to promote the peripheral neuronal differentiation of NCs, we added exogenous hESC-derived NCs expressing GFP under a histone 2B promoter to the maturing vascular structures in our hESC differentiation model at day 21. After 7 days, we detected a significant number of GFP + NCs that had attached and migrated along vascular networks ( Figure 2D ). Only those GFP + NCs in direct contact with BVs were peripherin + ( Figure 2E ), while NCs not in direct contact with vasculature remained undifferentiated ( Figure S2C ), suggesting that vascular association may be both necessary and sufficient to direct NCs toward ANs. (Nakatsu et al., 2007; . As in the hESC differentiation model ( Figure 2D ), NCs associated with vascular structures consisting of either ECs alone or those coated with VSMCs ( Figure 3A) . However, only NCs in contact with VSMC-coated vessels showed intense staining for bIII tubulin and peripherin (Figures 3B and 3C, bottom Figure 1K ). Interestingly, in the 3D reconstitution model, we observed BRN3A staining in NCs that were cultured with ECs alone but not in NCs cocultured with both ECs and VSMCs, the condition apparently necessary for maximal AN marker expression (Figures S3A and S3B) . Although NCs cultured with ECs alone were BRN3A + , the absence of peripherin staining and weak bIII tubulin staining in these NCs ( Figure S3A ) suggests that these are not fully developed sensory neurons. Instead, additional differentiation cues may be required for commitment of these cells toward a sensory fate. We next examined whether a 3D vascular structure was required for NC differentiation or whether the mere presence of ECs and VSMC in culture was sufficient to drive this process. As seen in the 3D model, NCs plated onto 2D monolayers containing ECs and VSMCs acquired AN marker expression (peripherin + and DDC + ) after 4-7 days in co-culture ( Figure 3E ). At day 7, 94.9% ± 6.0% of DDC + NC-derivatives were peripherin + ( Figure S3C ) and expressed TH, MASH1, and HuC, further supporting their differentiation toward ANs ( Figures S3D and S3E ). Therefore, a 3D vascular structure and/or lumenization appeared not to be required to drive NC commitment to an autonomic fate. Rather, the presence or absence of VSMCs in combination with ECs seemed to be critical for differential fate commitment.
Direct Contact between NCs and VSMCs Is Required for Differentiation toward an Autonomic Fate
Because AN differentiation was only observed in areas of contact with both ECs and VSMCs, we examined the (E) NCs (green), aligned with BVs (U.E. lectin, red), differentiated along a PN lineage (peripherin, blue) (arrowheads), while NCs that attached in avascular areas did not. See Figure S2 for the converse experiment, the adverse effect of NC disruption on vascular development, and maturation. Scale bar represents 100 mm for all images. 4B ). These NCs also expressed TH and peripherin. (Figure S4A ). However, culturing NCs in direct contact with ECs (T) and indirect contact with VSMCs (B) failed to induce NC differentiation toward an autonomic fate ( Figures 4A and 4B ). These studies suggest a distinct mechanism for autonomic fate determination requiring NC cells in direct contact with VSMCs and indirect contact with ECs.
EC-Derived NO Is Required for AN Fate Determination
Although our findings suggest that direct contact between NCs and ECs is not required for autonomic differentiation, ECs are necessary. Pre-conditioning VSMCs by co-culturing them with ECs for 24 hr in a transwell system in which VSMCs were plated in the top chamber and ECs were plated in the bottom chamber and then removing the ECs prior to the addition of NCs did not lead to autonomic differentiation ( Figure S4B ). These observations suggest that sustained exposure to a factor (or factors) secreted by ECs may be required for NC differentiation toward an AN fate and that NCs, not VMSCs, are likely the primary target of that factor. One candidate that we examined was NO because it is a key regulator of the neurovascular unit. Furthermore, NO can promote neurogenesis (Chen et al., 2005; Reif et al., 2004; Carreira et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2010) and neuronal differentiation (Cheng et al., 2003; Oh et al., 2010) . In our transwell model, ECs, which express endothelial NO synthase (eNOS), were treated with the NOS inhibitor L-NMMA, while VSMCs and NCs were plated together in the top chamber. We found that L-NMMA dose-dependently inhibited AN differentiation ( Figure 4C ). Similarly, knockdown of eNOS in ECs using transient siRNA transfection led to sharp reduction in DDC + cells ( Figure 4D ). To further explore the sufficiency of NO in AN differentiation, we cultured NCs in the presence of VSMCs and the NO donor NOC-18 without ECs. Under these conditions, NO promoted AN differentiation ( Figure 4E ). Together these findings indicate that NO secreted by ECs is likely necessary and sufficient for promoting NC autonomic differentiation in the presence of VSMCs.
To determine whether NO secreted by ECs selectively promoted autonomic differentiation, we examined whether NO played a role in upregulating BRN3A expression when NCs are co-cultured with ECs alone (a condition previously noted to be sufficient to enable BRN3A expression, albeit without peripherin expression) ( Figures S3F and S3G) . In the transwell model, ECs drove BRN3A expression in NC regardless of whether the contact was direct or indirect (Figure S4C) , and indeed, pharmacological and genetic inhibition of eNOS in ECs also decreased BRN3A + NCs ( Figures   S4D and S4E ), suggesting that NO is required for general neuronal differentiation and is not a specific mediator of AN differentiation. These studies emphasize the unique role that direct contact between VSMCs and NCs plays in further refining the peripheral neuronal differentiation of NCs toward an AN fate.
T-Cadherin-Mediated Cell-Cell Contact between VSMC and NC Drive AN Differentiation Our data reveal that direct contact between VSMCs and NCs is required for AN differentiation ( Figure 4A ). Therefore, to identify a direct contact mechanism that might mediate AN differentiation, we considered the cadherin family of membrane receptors because it acts as important regulators of cell-cell interactions between a wide array of cell types (Halbleib and Nelson, 2006) . We examined the kinetic expression of E-, N-, R-, T-, and VE-cadherin in these cultures to determine whether expression of one or more of these molecules might be associated with emergence of the neurovascular unit. Only expression of T-cadherin (T-cad) (F) Quantitation of co-localization (pixel overlap) of labeled NCs (green) and DDC expression (red), demonstrating that NCs expressed DDC (presumably differentiated into ANs) most robustly when in the presence of both VSMCs and ECs. 94.9% ± 6.0% of DDC + NC-derivatives were peripherin + (data not shown). Data presented as mean ± SEM. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test was used to determine the difference in DDC staining among the following conditions: ''NC only'' (control) (n = 5 wells, 2 independent experiments), ''EC+NC'' (n = 8 wells, 4 independent experiments), ''VSMC+NC'' (n = 4 wells, 2 independent experiments), and ''EC+VSMC+NC'' (n = 9 wells, 4 independent experiments). ### indicates p = 0.0024 for EC+NC versus EC+VSMC+NC. (G) Time course of AN differentiation, as determined by the co-expression (pixel overlap) of peripherin (red) or DDC (blue) and NCs (green) on days 1-7 (n = 10 images, 6 wells per group, 2 independent experiments). Expression of both peripherin and DDC peaks at day 4 and persists through day 7. Data presented as mean ± SEM. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test was used to determine statistical significance. See Figure S3 and the endothelial marker VE-cadherin increased more than 2-fold between days 7 and 21, the period during which both neurons and BVs co-emerged in the hESC model. Expression of the epithelial marker E-cadherin decreased over time (Figure 5A ), as expected (D'Amour et al., 2005) . T-CAD was primarily expressed in areas where BVs and neurons were co-patterning ( Figure 5B , arrowheads). We also observed its expression in ECs, VSMCs, and NCs in the 3D and 2D co-culture models ( Figures 5C  and 5D ). T-cad expression was upregulated on NCs after 7 days in co-culture with ECs and VSMCs, when differentiation peaked ( Figure 5D ). These results point to T-cad as a potential regulator of AN differentiation and possibly one of the key adhesion molecules potentiating cell-cell contact between NC and VMSCs.
Physiologically, NC-derived ANs are known to align closely with BVs within the enteric nervous system of the gastrointestinal tract. Accordingly, we observed in both mouse and human intestinal tissue specimens that T-cad was coordinately expressed on BVs and NC-derived neurons ( Figures 5E and 5F ). In T-cad KO mice (Hebbard et al., 2008) , there was a marked reduction in neuronal and vascular association relative to WT mice ( Figures S5A  and S5B ). We observed a significant reduction of NCderived neurons in the guts of T-cad KO mice compared with their littermate WT controls-a condition known clinically as a Hirschsprung's phenotype (or partial aganglionosis) ( Figures S5B and S5C) . Together, these findings support a role for T-cad in proper neurovascular co-alignment and consequent NC-derived neuronal prevalence.
To refine our investigation of how T-cad regulates vascular-mediated AN differentiation, we transiently knocked down T-cad in ECs, VSMCs, or NCs prior to embedding them in our 3D vascular tube model. Only loss of T-cad in NC or VSMCs led to a significant decrease in AN differentiation as measured by staining first with the pan-neuronal marker CTB ( Figure 6A ) and the AN marker DDC (Figure 6B ). T-cad knockdown in ECs did not inhibit AN differentiation (Figures 6A and 6B ). These findings are consistent with a role for T-cad in direct cell-cell interactions between the VSMC and NC. Similarly, T-cad knockdown in VSMCs or NCs inhibited differentiation of NCs in the transwell model, whereas knockdown in ECs had no such effect ( Figure S6B ). To further investigate the role of T-cad in AN determination, we utilized a soluble form of recombinant T-cad (rT-cad) known to selectively disrupt T-cad-mediated cell-cell adhesion . Because direct cell-cell contact between NCs and VSMCs is critical for AN differentiation (Figure 4A ), we examined the interaction between these cells in the transwell model. Soluble rT-cad as a receptor antagonist was added to the top chamber at the time of NC and VSMC cell addition, and ECs were plated in the bottom chamber. After 4 days in co-culture, soluble rT-cad treatment significantly decreased the number of DDC + and peripherin + neurons, suggesting that NC differentiation toward an AN fate had been restricted ( Figure 6C ). We next examined whether soluble rT-cad could negatively regulate the emergence of ANs in our hESC differentiation model where NCs spontaneously co-align with newly forming BVs. rT-cad added to hESC cultures during vascular and neuronal co-patterning (days 14-21) resulted in significantly fewer ANs associating with BVs ( Figure 6D ). These observations suggest that the initial T-cad-mediated interaction established at the time of NC-vasculature coassociation is critical for driving NCs toward an AN lineage.
Taken together, our findings suggest that a homotypic direct interaction between T-cad on the surface of VSMCs and NCs in the presence of EC-derived secreted NO drives NC toward an AN fate thereby facilitating the earliest stages of functional neurovascular co-patterning in the human epiblast. From the perspective of the neuroectoderm, it is the NCs rather than the NT derivatives that drive this pivotal association with emerging vasculature. Once such a neurovascular pattern has been established, then neurites from CNs (derived from the NT) come to comport to that pre-established template.
used to determine statistical significance from control group (n = 9 wells, three independent experiments). *p = 0.0494 **p = 0.016. (Bottom) Representative images of co-cultures treated with either vehicle or L-NMMA (1 mM). (D) DDC expression (red) decreased when eNOS was knocked down. (Top) Quantitation of NC differentiation toward DDC + neurons after 5 days in transwell co-cultures as described above (and schematized in inset). ECs were treated with 5 nM si-eNOS or control siRNA 12 hr prior to co-culture. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. A two-tailed Student's t test was used to determine statistical significance from siCtrl group (n = 5 wells, three independent experiments). *p = 0.0016. (Bottom) Representative images of co-cultures treated with either siRNA control or si-eNOS (5 nM). (E) The NO donor NOC-18 increases AN differentiation (DDC + ) of NCs when cultured with VSMCs but without ECs. (Top) Quantitation of NC differentiation toward DDC + neurons (as described above). Data are presented as mean ± SEM. A one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's post-test was used to determine statistical significance from control group (n = 9 wells, three independent experiments). *p = 0.0158. (Bottom panel) Representative images of co-cultures treated with either control (0 mM) or NOC-18 (100 mM). Scale bar represents 100 mm for all images. See also Figure S4 .
DISCUSSION
By examining neural and vascular co-development in a model of the human epiblast, we offer a mechanism by which such co-patterning emerges and in which primitive BVs then play an active role in early specification and differentiation of neuroectodermal derivatives. Evidence is provided that, of neuroectoderm derivatives, it is the NC, not the NT, that participates in the earliest establishment of this patterning. Also, co-patterning of the migratory NC with the vasculature begins when these cells respond to distinct cues from both the vascular endothelium and smooth muscle to commit to an AN fate. Specifically, we demonstrate that, for autonomic differentiation, NCs depend on EC-secreted NO and a T-cadherin-mediated homotypic cell-cell interaction with VSMCs. That the vasculature should propel differentiation of the neural cell type most critical for regulating vascular function makes teleological sense. Our finding that the PNS appears to initiate the neurovascular patterning upon which NT-derived CNS neurites come to comport only secondarily adds a new mechanistic perspective to the otherwise old observation of neuronal-vascular co-alignment, which typically has been studied at later stages of development (Honma et al., 2002; Makita et al., 2008; Mukouyama et al., 2002; Takahashi et al., 2013; Young et al., 2004) . (F) Immunostaining of human GI tract for T-cad (blue) on ECs (U.E. lectin, red) and neurons (bIII tubulin, green). White arrow in both the mouse (E) and human (F) gut indicates an example of the typical close juxtaposition of NC-derived enteric neurons and vasculature seen with T-cad expression interposed between the two lineages. Scale bar represents 25 mm. See Figure S5 to observe the loss of neurovascular co-patterning in the gut of the T-cad KO mouse with consequent reduction of NC-derived neurons leading to a condition known clinically as a Hirschsprung's (reduced ganglionic) phenotype. In (C)-(F), the large panel is a merged image of the three markers shown individually as insets at the right of each figure. NC can differentiate toward a wide range of neural and non-neural cell types. Interaction with other lineages can promote specification (Takahashi et al., 2013) ; however, the molecular mechanisms that regulate this still remain unclear. Unlike previous studies that focused on the role of BVs in peripheral and central axon pathfinding (Glebova and Ginty, 2005) and molecular guidance cues (e.g., netrins, artemin, and endothelin) in facilitating co-alignment (Eichmann and Thomas, 2012; Honma et al., 2002) , our studies sought to examine human embryogenesis at its decreased NC (DiI, green) differentiation toward a (A) neuronal fate (CTB, blue) and (B) an AN fate (DDC, blue), as measured by co-localization (overlap of pixels) of NC and marker immunostaining. Knockdown in ECs had no effect. Data are presented as mean ± SEM (A, top). For CTB, a one-way ANOVA with Dunnett's post-test was used to determine statistical significance from the control ''NC only'' group (n = 8 images) (n = 11 images for each siTcad-treated group, *p = 0.0164, **p = 0.0006). (B, top) For DDC, a one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test was used to determine statistical significance from the ''NC only'' group (n = 8 wells) (n = 11 with three replicates for each siTcad treated group, *p = 0.0337, #p = 0.0262). Data are pooled from three independent experiments done in triplicate. (A and B, bottom) Representative images of staining for CTB or DDC. Scale bar represents 100 mm. Note that, with the loss of T-cad in NCs and VSMCs, though not in ECs, as a result of siTcad, expression of CTB (blue in A) and DDC (blue in B) is significantly reduced. (The green-encircled black regions represent the location of the Cytodex beads upon which ECs were coated in the 3D fibrin gel system; see Methods). For all experiments, siTcad efficiency was established through real-time PCR by isolating RNA from non-embedded excess cells 48-hr post transfection ( Figure S6A ). (C) In the transwell differentiation culture system schematized in Figure 4 , addition of recombinant T-cad (rT-cad, 1 mg/ml), which binds and inhibits T-cad homotypic interaction, to NCs and VSMCs (top chamber), with ECs in the bottom chamber, inhibited NC differentiation toward an AN fate. (Top) Quantitation of DDC (red) and peripherin (blue) staining in NCs (DiI, green) (judged by degree of pixel overlap), treated with control (n = 6 transwells) or rT-cad (n = 5 transwells). Data are presented as mean ± SEM and are pooled from three separate experiments. A two-tailed Student's t test was used to determine statistical significance. *p < 0.0001, # p < 0.0001. (Bottom) Representative images of transwells. Scale bar represents 100 mm. (D, top) Percentage of DDC (green) and U.E. lectin (red) overlap (right histograms) and length of contact/overlap between ECs and ANs (left histograms) in each image from our hESC differentiation model. A two-tailed Student's t test was used to determine statistical significance. *p = 0.038, **p = 7.5e-6, error bars are ± SEM; n = 9 images per group from three independent experiments. (Bottom) Representative high magnification images of degree of DDC (green) alignment with ECs (U.E. lectin, red) in hESC cultures treated with control versus rT-cad. Scale bar represents 100 mm. Note that, in contrast to control conditions (white arrow), with the loss of T-cad action following the addition of rT-cad, NC-derivatives and vasculature no longer co-align (white arrowhead).
earliest stages, starting with homogeneous pluripotent cells and extending to emergence of the three primitive germ layers as occurs in the epiblast. We were able to discern the role that developing BVs play in NC differentiation. We show that EC-derived NO provides a molecular cue facilitating NC differentiation, consistent with its recognized role in differentiation (Cheng et al., 2003; Reif et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2010; Oh et al., 2010; Carreira et al., 2012 ). Specification of NC is then further refined by direct contact with VSMCs via a homotypic T-cad interaction that drives differentiation toward an autonomic neuronal fate. This process is consistent with previous observations that sensory neurons align with immature vessels, whereas sympathetic neurons associate with VSMC-coated vessels (James and Mukouyama, 2011) .
T-cad has a previously defined role in regulating the migration and patterning of neuronal and ECs individually (Philippova et al., 2009 ); our results now reveal a critical role in neurovascular co-patterning and neuronal differentiation. T-cad is an atypical adhesion molecule in that it is a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored protein, allowing it to interact with other signaling receptors to promote differentiation. One potential candidate is the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret that is expressed on NCs and promotes autonomic differentiation (Honma et al., 2002) . It is therefore not surprising that a Hirschsprung's phenotype (i.e., areas of diminished or absent enteric neurons), which has been tied to Ret deletions in mice and humans, was also observed in the T-cad KO mouse. Interestingly, T-cad has been shown to interact with integrin b3, which is also expressed by VSMCs during vessel maturation , further suggesting that adhesion to the extracellular matrix plays a role in autonomic differentiation. Therefore, T-cad appears to serve as a molecular bridge facilitating the NC and VSMC contact required for autonomic neuronal differentiation.
Generally, stem cell research focuses on the derivation and differentiation of single lineages in isolation from other cell types. However, the true vertebrate body plan is not constructed in that way. Indeed, most biological processes-starting with the earliest stages of organogenesis in the embryo and extending to organ repair in the adult-demand exquisitely coordinated co-patterning of multiple lineages (often derived from different germ layers) for function to be normal. Neurovascular co-patterning is a prototype for such a developmental program, the cellular and molecular basis for which, at its earliest and most primitive stages in the human epiblast, is actually unknown. By beginning at the earliest stages of human embryogenesis and exploiting hESCs for their value as a model for that primitive developmental period, we identified a fundamental developmental program that drives neuronal fate determination, ultimately leading to neurovascular formation, and laying a mechanistic basis for the co-patterning observed in more developed or adult organisms. We showed that vascular-mediated neuronal differentiation depends on the maturation state of BVs, defined by the presence of VSMCs. Indeed, the dynamic manner in which the derivatives of these germ layers come to interact and copattern may serve as a prototype for how the components of many seemingly unrelated organ systems come to be associated to form the normal human body plan.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell Culture
Undifferentiated WA09 hESCs were allowed to form EBs and then were seeded onto collagen-coated dishes in order to differentiate, as described previously . Cultures were grown in differentiation media (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) for up to 28 days. NCs were isolated from hESCs as previously described . Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and human aortic vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) were cultured as previously described . For live cell imaging, fluorescently labeled U.E. lectin and CTB were added to the differentiation media to label vasculature and neurons, respectively.
3D Angiogenesis Model
NCs and/or VSMCs were embedded into fibrin gels with or without HUVEC-coated Cytodex beads as previously described . For labeling, NCs were pre-incubated with CellTracker Green or DiIC prior to embedding.
2D Co-Culture Assay
NCs (1 3 10 5 per ml) were seeded onto growth factor-reduced matrigel-coated wells with or without pre-plated HUVECs (1 3 10 6 per ml) and/or VSMCs (1 3 10 5 per ml).
Transwell Assay
NCs labeled as above were plated onto 0.4-mm pore transwells coated with growth factor-reduced matrigel. HUVECs and/or VSMCs were plated onto the transwell or bottom chamber. For NO experiments, L-NMMA was added to ECs in the bottom chamber 1 hr after plating. NOC-18 was added to VSMCs and NCs in the upper chamber 1 hr after plating.
siRNA Studies
For knockdown of ENOS, a pool of 4 siRNAs was transfected into ECs 12 hr prior to plating NCs ± VSMCs into the top chamber of a transwell. For knockdown of T-cadherin, a pool of 4 siRNAs was similarly transfected into cells 12 hr prior to being embedded in fibrin gels or added to hESC differentiation cultures.
Analysis of Gut Tissue
Frozen human gastrointestinal (GI) samples were generously provided by Dr. Miguel Reyes-Mú gica at the Department of Pathology,
Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh; 5 mm cryostat sections were postfixed in acetone and stained as described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Pharmacological and Peptide Treatments
Cultures were treated with LM609 or control IgG antibody (10 mg/ml) from days 16-21. rT-cad was added to 5 mg/ml final concentration as described in the text.
Immunocytochemistry
Cultures minutes for 18 hours to observe migration tracks. Neurons identified by CTB staining were tracked and their migratory paths were overlaid on still images (see Figure 1A) . Field of view is 1.2mm X 1.2mm. suggesting either an inhibition of vessel maturation or a degree of developmental regression.
AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS
Quantification of vessel diameter (left panel); the diameters to be larger (like those of "mother vessels") under p75-SAP conditions. Images of lumens from hESC cultures treated with IgG-SAP control (n=29 images, 3 independent experiments) or with p75-SAP (n=27 images, 3 independent experiments) to eliminate NC cells (right panel). Lumen imaging was performed with a Z-stack using a 0.2µM step. This was digitally reconstructed using Imaris x64 V5.7.1 (Bitplane, MN) and vessel height determined. Scale bar 10µm. Error bars are +SEM, #p=9e -6 . Statistical significance was established using a student t-test analysis.
[C] NCs (green) in proximity to vessels, but not-aligned with or in contact with vessels (U.E.
Lectin, red) did not differentiate express the peripheral marker peripherin (blue). In other words, peripherin immunostaining is absent. Scale bar indicates 100µm. way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test was used to determine statistical significance. "NC" (n=2 wells, 2 independent experiments); "NC+EC" (n=3 wells, 3 independent experiments); "NC+VSMC" (n=3 wells, 3 independent experiments); "NC+EC+VSMC" (n=4 wells, 3 independent experiments) **** p<0.001. in Panel B using the 3D differentiation system). However, the staining is non-nuclear, inconsistent with these being sensory neurons.
[G] Quantitation of BRN3A-NC overlap in 2D at day 7 after co-culture (n=5 wells, 2 independent experiments). Data presented as mean+SEM. Scale bar indicates 100µm. 
